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I used to travel intensively for business
during my early career in China. Sometimes
I’d be on the road more than 200 days a
year. By now, I have forgotten many
customer names even though they were
very important to my early career but
I can remember the smells of street foods,
rhythms of various dialects and the atmosphere of
transportations anywhere.
In the late 90s I traveled to a small town named Fuling, taking a
ferry down the river Yangtze. The boat was a hydrofoil type built by
Russians. On some of those trips I assume I might have shared that
boat with Peter Hessler, who was then an English teacher at Fuling
Teachers College. He regularly took the ferry a regular transportation between Chongqing and Fuling, as mentioned in his award
winning book River Town.
Peter Hessler, a.k.a. Ho Wei, was raised in Missouri and graduated
from Princeton and Oxford. He then took jobs as a Peace Corp
teacher and later became a writer/journalist for National Geographic
and The New Yorker. He made his fame with a non-fiction Trilogy on
China using his own experience there during 1996-2007. It’s always
amusing to read his books, with all the laughter and absurdities,
especially to me as someone living in the same time and place.
The books are truthful and in-depth. They have recorded the vast
changes of a society that only a person staying there long enough and
close enough can see. I’ll come back and read his books again when I
become forgetful.
- Eric Yan
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Water in Mill Bay
by Kate Segall

For years the
supply of water in
Mill Bay has been a
topic of conversation.
Every year the
summer droughts
continue and
extreme weather
events increase.
These are the signs
of climate change
which has dramatically changed how
water flows into our
aquifers. Droughts
through the summer
drain them, and
extreme flooding
rains wash excess water straight into the ocean
bypassing the aquifers below. Our aquifers are not
refilling every year and they are under extreme
stress. Farmers have noticed reduced flows from
their wells and some residents have had wells dry at
the end of summer or when under the added stress
of a nearby pump test.
In 2015 the CVRD released “Living the New
Normal” to provide education on being drought and

flood smart. In 2016
the Mill Bay Waterworks imposed
a moratorium on
development within
the Mill Bay Improvement District
since available water
had already been
committed. Here
we are in 2019, and
what are we doing?
Are we doing our
best to be drought
smart? Education is
key in understanding how we can save
water when it is
scarce and harness it when it rains.
Join us for our Annual General Meeting with
Archie Staats to hear about how we can preserve
water for future generations and be resilient as our climate changes. Want to do more? The league is looking
for ambitious new members who are passionate about
our community. Membership is only $5 per year.
Join us on November 19th @ 7pm in the Mill Bay
Community Hall. See you there.

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League

FRAN BENTON | REGULAR

In the Garden
Garden Gifts

W

ho doesn’t love a lush
tropical plant that will
grow outside in the summer and
look lovely? I bought such a plant
two years ago and it died. Then I
bought it again because I forgot that
it died before and guess what? It
died again. So why would anyone
be surprised when at the height of
garden buying lunacy in late April I
buy the same damn plant again. So
let me guess- you are sitting there
on your sofa reading this, enjoying
your favourite beverage, and you
are saying – that lady is a bit of a
dope! Yup! I suffer from the dreaded
disease “plant optimism”. But this
year the tropical gods smiled on me
and it didn’t die. Yahooo! And what
a plant it is! It’s an apricot coloured
Brugmansia or Angel’s trumpet.
I saw one for sale at the Mill Bay
Garden Club’s show and sale in
the spring. Before I knew it the
Brugmansia was in the back of my
car. Why? Plant optimism!
Brugmansia originates in the
Andes, but sadly is no longer found
in the wild. The good news is that
it is easy to cultivate. It cannot live
outside over the winter as the cold

and wet will
rot it. It can be
brought inside in
the winter and sprouts readily from
cuttings taken in the fall.
A word of caution – it is horribly poisonous, so growing it around
small children and pets might be
dangerous. I don’t touch it unless I
have gloves on.
So what
do you need
to grow one?
You need
plenty of light,
plenty of water,
and plenty
of fertilizer. I
worried about
spider mites
that murdered
the last few
plants. Spider
mites like areas
of very still air.
So I moved
it to a spot
where there is
a good breeze.
Success! By
the way, most
people grow
this plant in a
big fat plastic

pot. That makes it easier to move
around and bring inside in the
winter. One of my neighbours
cuts hers back and stores it in
her garage over the winter. In
the spring they will appreciate
fresh soil with lots of well-rotted
compost. The last word on Brugmansias? They smell heavenly!
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Glimpses of Our Past
The History Wall in Cobble Hill

T

he History Wall in Cobble Hill
opened on June 7, 2015 with
four plaques commemorating South
Cowichan people and places attached
to its concrete surface. This summer
saw the inclusion of the 21st plaque
on the wall that also includes maps
showing original land purchases and
preemptions, the arrival of the HMS
Hecate in 1862, and the disbursement of settlers into the Cowichan
Valley from that ship.
The wall is intended to chronicle
the development of our community
from its early days up until the
present day. After all, ten minutes
ago is history!
It was the idea of the late Virginia
Bonner of Cobble Hill; while visiting
her daughter in Powell River, Virginia
noticed the memorial wall made of
bricks that were purchased in remem-

brance of former townspeople. Jenny was intrigued,
and in her travels observed
other structures that serve
to remind us of people or
events. She decided (and
that made it inevitable –
Jenny was a force of nature!)
that South Cowichan was
lacking in this department.
She approached the Cobble
Hill Regional Director of the day,
Gerry Giles, and together they
formed a group of interested citizens
who founded the Cobble Hill
Historical Society in 2007 with a
memorial as its first project.
The society decided that a
structure that merely displayed
dates and perhaps a few words
would not give much feel for the
historical aspects of the area, so
the members looked for a method
of bringing more character and
information to visitors. The resulting
12” x 12” plaques
permit pictures
of the people
or events being
depicted along
with a short narrative. This gives
snapshots into

our past with historical references
that are interesting and informative.
Community founders as well as
more recent residents are depicted, along with events, businesses,
and historical buildings. The
most recent plaque is of the Fraser
family, the focus of last month’s
article. Their plaque was unveiled
during a family reunion in July.
Jenny Bonner and her husband
Ralph are smiling from the first
plaque, as is only fitting. The
Wilkinson family, Ken McKinnon
and Pacific Builders, the Cenotaph,
St Mary’s Church, and the Cobble
Hill Market are amongst the others.
When you are in Cobble Hill, take
a look at the wall located in Cobble
Hill Commons; it is well worth your
while, and may encourage you to
become involved in local history. You
may even decide to purchase a plaque
for a relative, or for your family.
Contact us at CobbleHillHistory.org

Premier John Oliver in the presence of local dignitaries, an Honour
Guard, and forty returned veterans dedicated the Cenotaph to remember the fallen of the First World War on Sunday, February 15, 1920.
Following World War Two the names of those lost in that conflict
were inscribed on the obelisk and later the resident Dutch Community
added Liberation Park with a monument to recognize the liberation of
Holland by Canadian Forces in 1945. By the turn of the 21st century,
the Cenotaph and its surroundings required refurbishment resulting in
the completion of memorial Park by volunteers in 2009.
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JEFF WRIGHT | REGULAR

Ask a Teky
Browsing

B

rowsing is the term we use for
looking at pages on the world
wide web. Maybe you haven’t given
it much thought, but there are many
ways to browse the Internet.
Firstly, you have a choice of
devices. If you own a computer,
tablet, laptop, smartphone, and/or
smart TV, you can choose the one
that best suits your needs.
Secondly, you have a choice of
browsers. Depending on the device
you are on, and the operating system
it uses, you can choose from (in
approximate order of current popularity): Google Chrome, Apple Safari,
Mozilla Firefox, Opera, Internet
Explorer, Microsoft Edge. There are
a few others, but those are the main
ones. You don’t have to use the one
your device gave you by default.

Contrary
to advertising,
most browsers
are created equal.
What makes one
“better” than the
other is popularity.
Web designers
test the pages
they design on the
popular browsers;
they don't always
take the time to test on all browsers.
They also tend to focus on current
versions of those browsers, not on
the older versions.
Once you have chosen your
device and your browser, there are
several ways you can get to the
information you are seeking. If you
click on a link sent to you via email,
text, or social
media, your
default browser
will open and
take you straight
to that page. You
can also use your
browser history
or bookmarks/favorites to go to a
web page you’ve
been to before. If

you heard a web address on the radio
or TV, and know the exact spelling,
you can open a browser and type it
directly into the address bar.
Searching for an address is an
indirect way to view a web page.
You open your browser, go to any
one of countless search engine sites,
type something in that approximates
the address or its content, and click
the best result from that search.
Popular search engines include
Google, DuckDuckGo, Yahoo, and
Bing. Beware that search results can
contain undesirable results, so be
careful which result you click on.
Note that if a web page doesn't
appear properly on one browser, you
can always copy the address from the
address bar, open an alternative browser, and paste into that address bar.
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Area Director - Area B

Think Shawnigan Movement Creates the Picture to the Puzzle

T

he Community of Shawnigan
Lake came together - imagined,
dreamt and collaborated - on a future
that could be even more beautiful,
safe and inclusive. The question posed
to the community (with the help
of Designers, Urban Planners and
Community Leaders) was; How do
we improve Shawnigan Lake and
how do we want our community to
be represented in our village core?
Input, stories and impressions
have been collected since April
during nine different community
gatherings from online and in-person
surveys. Themes emerged and it is
clear the community loves where we
live and wants to enhance what we
have. Four pillars to guide decisions
moving forward grew from the
discussions; Conserve, Connect,
Concentrate and Complement.
Why is this planning exercise so
important? Without a clear vision
of what we want, development will
still happen, it will just be disjointed
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and inconsistent. Once we have a
plan and a vision of the end product,
the community can move towards
those goals one small step at a time.
Like building a jigsaw puzzle; it’s
much more difficult to succeed, if you
have no idea what you’re building.
For example, it is clear that we value
feeling safe when we are moving
through our community, therefore
we should prioritize connectivity
and trails in the development/planning process. It is clear we take pride
in our surroundings and are open
to improving them. We also share a
common love of our lake. Therefore,
views, access and inclusivity around
the lake is very important.
I will be presenting the ThinkShawnigan NOW plan along with
Economic Development Cowichan
at the Shawnigan Residents Annual
General Meeting (Shawnigan Lake
School 21 November at 7 pm.) This
plan outlines items we can work
towards in the upcoming year.

Join
the ThinkShawnigan
Movement and be part of thoughtful
change and a movement striving to
represent the values of Shawnigan
Lake in the core of our village. Follow
ThinkShawnigan Movement on Facebook or email ThinkShawnigan@
gmail.com to receive updates. The
Final ThinkShawnigan Vision will be
presented in January (the date is still
to be decided.)
If you can imagine it, you can
achieve it. If you can dream it, you
can become it.
- William Arthur Ward
Upcoming Director’s
Meeting:
Road Ends and Lake
Access 28 November
at 7 pm at SLCC.
Please connect; iloveshawnigan.com
Sierra.Acton@cvrd.bc.ca
call/text (250)715-6763
² @AreaDirectorAreaB

PETE KEBER | REGULAR

Planning Tomorrows
Towards a Universal Currency

A

s Digital money including
cryptocurrencies, and payment
through mobile wallets on smartphones are more prevalent a truly
global currency is now possible.
Bitcoin can be considered a universal currency though it has no
government backing. The Euro is
the currency used by all European
Union nations other than the UK. It
has many detractors, but it has not
yet collapsed as was predicted. There
are many advantages to having one
currency worldwide and one major
drawback. Countries are understandably concerned about sovereignty if
they can’t issue and control currency

to stabilize their
economies.
However,
as the world
becomes more
integrated (despite pushbacks
from nationalists)
our finances will
naturally follow.
The trend will be
hard to reverse.
The introduction of cryptocurrencies
has changed everything, believe in
them or not. I don’t think they will
achieve full legitimacy until people
want to hold them as their primary
store of value rather than a medium
to trade for dollars.
The U.S. dollar is now the de-facto world currency and affords them
economic power
so they would
be opposed to
any efforts to
undermine their
competitive advantage. Foreign
exchange traders

would also be upset by the loss of their
source of income (although I fail to see
what benefits they provide society).
Banks and currency exchanges would
be sad to see their fees disappear.
While there are many aspects of
currency globalisation that could be
subject to abuse, one would have to
weigh the benefits against the drawbacks. Travellers would appreciate
not losing money on every currency
change, but the greatest value might
come from ease of international trade
and elimination of currency risk and
manipulation. The greatest barrier
to implementing a single currency is
political, however the rapid adoption
of digitized money may overcome
the politics. Though disruptive
the impossible pipe-dream could
become reality.
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Canine Friends

Does Your Dog REALLY Want to Be Petted?

H

umans love to pet our dogs. But:
Does the dog really want to
be petted?
Some dogs:
- absolutely adore petting hands,
from anybody.
- enjoy petting only from people
they know.
- love petting only by their owners.
- do not enjoy petting at all, not
even from their owners.
Most dogs dislike being touched on
top of the head and on the muzzle,
ears, legs, paws and tail.
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Before petting, interview the dog:
1. Carefully observe the dog from
a distance. Only proceed if you see a
loose, relaxed facial expression with
half-closed eyes and a relaxed, slowly
wagging tail.
2. Avoiding leaning over the dog.
Turn sideways, keep one hand
behind your back and put the other
hand out slowly so the dog can see
it. If the dog backs away, do not pet.
(Humans shed around 10,000 skin
cells per minute, so there is no need
to "let the dog smell your hand"!)
3. If the dog moves towards your
hand and still looks like #1 above,
gently pet the dog with one hand
ONLY on the side of the neck for
no more than three seconds, then
move your hand 6-12 inches away
and wait to see what the dog does:
a) if the dog moves
towards your
hand, you can
pet a little more.
b) if the dog does
not move towards
your hand, stop

petting (the dog probably just
tolerated the petting).
DO NOT pet a dog that is:
- barking or growling
- staring with large round eyes
- backing away
- turning head away
- showing other signs of discomfort.
For more information, watch
the YouTube video "Does Your Dog
REALLY Want to be Petted?" by
Eileen Anderson MM MS.
If your dog used to enjoy
petting but suddenly does not, see
your veterinarian.
Next month: Have a Safe Christmas!

SHEILA WARNEKEN | REGULAR

Stitch, Rip and Glue

T

his month’s project evolved
because I needed better lighting
in my living room. Spending the day
looking for white shades that would
fit. Besides the cost of shades, which
was not a fun experience, I couldn’t
find the correct inside bracket for
my lamps. So I put my “thinking
cap” on and thought fine let’s recycle
and I checked out our wonderful
selection of second hand shops. Keep
in mind a lot of our local recycle
shops raise money for good causes.
For example the “Sassy Lion” raises
money for scholarships for students

in our community. So when you
are donating or shopping donate or
shop at these stores knowing you are
giving back to our community. First
on my treasure hunt I found two
white fully lined shades at $10.00 for
the pair and then on my second trip
two plain off white ceramic stucco
bases with the gold harp and great
matching screw tops for $15.00 again
for the pair.
At home I painted the bases
gold, let them
dry, then painted
crackle on them,
let that dry and
then covered the
bases in acrylic
red. I wanted to
have the red

base but with a light shade to
provide more light. I completed the
process by spraying them with two
light coats of a satin varnish. A design
was not possible, but fortunately with
the rough surface the crackle was just
enough. Total costs including paint,
crackle and varnish was $35.00 for
two tall lamps. My other lamps are
living in my sewing room and will do
very nicely and nothing was wasted.
An important date is 11 November. Take your children or grandchildren to a nearby cenotaph, talk to
them and teach them about “Rembrance Day” and how fortunate we
are to live as we do today through
the past and ongoing sacrifices of the
men and women protecting our values
we hold so dear. Thank you the
Canadian Armed Forces for serving
in Canada and all over the world in
the past and present so we can live in
a country proud of its diversity and
living in peace and harmony.
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InSight

Artificial Intelligence and Eyecare

I

n the future not long from now,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
the capability to provide eye care
practitioners with the potential for
earlier and more accurate diagnosis of
a patient’s ocular disease. AI will use
machine learning to improve deep understanding of minute changes in the
patient’s retina and be able to detect
earlier diagnosis. Amazingly, AI can
also start to understand potential
retinal changes linked to previously
poorly understood conditions such as
dementia and Alzheimer's disease.
While this is likely to be a scary
proposition, machines having a
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deeper understanding of ocular and
systemic pathologies, it has enormous
potential for earlier detection and potential intervention to improve quality
of life as we age. I like to compare
the experience to that of driving in
an autonomous vehicle. In order to
allow the car to drive without taking
over, one has to implicitly trust the
capabilities of the vehicle to navigate
the road and potential collisions with
other cars and pedestrians while
maintaining the proper course. It
takes time to allow oneself to trust the
machine (in this case a car) to have
that amount of control driving. Once
the driver accepts that the car is very
capable, then they can relax and enjoy
the ride. This is a game changer for
the driver. It is very interesting when
a passenger experiences autonomous
driving for the first time. Two things
must happen to allow the passenger
to enjoy the trip: they must trust the
“driver” and the vehicle. This process
will be similar to what will happen
in healthcare; the patient must grow
to trust both the machine and the
practitioner who trusts the machine.
The ramifications for optometry
are profound. Currently, Google’s
“Deepmind” project accurately
diagnoses over 50 eye diseases and

does so as well as a doctor. This
raises a number of ethical dilemmas
including the likely plausibility that
machines will make health care
recommendations without human
oversight. For medical practitioners
like myself, although almost inconceivable, AI in healthcare is a reality
that is likely to come to fruition in
the not too distant future. Currently,
AI can help to triage which patients
need to be referred quickly to a
specialist. At Cowichan Eyecare we
are using telemedicine and AI to help
with collaborations with ophthalmologists. Our doctors are able to
consult electronically by uploading
retinal images (such as OCT- Ocular
Coherence Tomography) and visual
field tests to collaborate with subspecialists in ophthalmology, as well as
allowing the potential for AI to assist
in diagnosis and treatment protocols.
Personally, I am hoping there is
still a future role for practitioners as
human guides through the complexities of eye disease or I guess I can
golf more! Doctors will need to adapt
and embrace the coming technologies
which have the capabilities to save
the vision of millions around the
world that go blind from preventable
eye diseases.

DR. TERENCE MIRANDA | REGULAR

Sound Advice
Hearing Dogs

Y

ou may have seen a seeing
eye dog, but have you heard
of a hearing dog? Hearing dogs
are trained to help people who are
Deaf or hard of hearing to detect
sounds they are unable to hear on
their own. Hearing dogs are taught
to alert the hearing impaired
to sounds by making physical
contact with their handlers and
then leading them to the source of
the sound. Each dog is taught to
respond to the unique sounds of a
home such as a ringing telephone

or an activated
fire alarm.
As Audiologists, our jobs
are to ensure
that people
either hear
these sounds
through hearing devices
or are alerted
through other
assistive
devices, such as vibrating alarm
clocks or flashing light indicators.
Technology does not cover
every situation however, such as
power outages, camping or when
travelling. Night time is especially
problematic for people with
significant hearing loss as hearing
aids are typically removed when
sleeping. A Hearing Dog provides
their handlers with a significant
measure of security and companionship. Because hearing loss is an
invisible disability, a hearing dog

makes people more aware that an
individual has hearing loss and
provides an answer as to why they
may not respond right away.
The dogs are trained and
provided by the “Lions Foundation of Canada Dog Guides”,
a national charity which has its
head office and training centre in
Oakville, Ontario. The charity
was founded in 1983 and started
out training dogs for the visually
impaired. Since then, the program
has expanded to training dogs to
support those who are hearing
impaired, have physical disabilities, epilepsy or autism. It costs
about $25,000 to train a guide
dog and the program is supported
entirely by donations, with no cost
to the qualified applicant or to any
government. Resonance will be
donating 5% of its revenue on 25
& 26 November to this cause. You
can also donate to the Dog Guides
program directly at dogguides.com/
donate.html
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Draw Date: 30 November, 2019. *No cash alternative available.
*Names and addresses will not be used for any other purpose.
ONE ENTRY PER PERSON ONLY
Complete your WordSearch and send it to: Cowichan Press
325 - 2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1 or drop it into
the Cowichan Press Inc. office in the Mill Bay Centre.
Don’t forget to include your name, address, and daytime
contact number.
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FEATURE | DR. KENT CLAYTON

Counsellor's Corner
And So, the Story Goes…

T

wo best friends living in the city.
Both graduated from the same
school. Grew up in the same neighbourhood. Played the same sports
and hung around the same people.
To the outside world, their lives
were nearly identical. For the most
part, they were.
When they left school, they
even chose to pursue the same
career. They studied at the same
college and (miraculously) were
both hired as associates at the
same firm. They were so similar,

even their colleagues
had trouble remembering who was who.
But then, things
changed. One went
on to find a great
partner, got married,
had three kids,
and was eventually
promoted to Vice
President of the firm.
Life kept getting
better and better, and
her family thrived as
a result. The other fell
into hard times. She
started dating toxic
people and suffered
from a string of bad
relationships. Her troubles at
home bled over to her work and
she was fired. She could never
catch a break and her life kept
spiraling downward.
What was it that made such a
huge difference
between them?
Simple:
One understood the
qualities of
a healthy
relationship.

CLAYTON COUNSELLING
"We Care To Listen An Affordable Alternative"
We are not just an ordinary counselling service. With over 35
years of experience working with people from all walks of life
we realize cost can be prohibitive. Because WE DO CARE our
fees are based on ability to pay and no one is turned away.
FOR MORE INFORMATION. Call: 778-356-3838
www.mycaringcounsellor.com
Dr. Kent Clayton, PhD (Psych) Janet Clayton, M.A. (Psych)
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The other didn’t. As a result, one
was able to nurture a relationship
that helped her grow and thrive...
while the other let her relationships destroy her, never once
considering how a few simple
qualities could change her life for
the better.
The moral? If you're fortunate enough to know what these
qualities are, you’ll understand
why they’re so valuable… and
why they can make all the difference in your relationships and
where life takes you. But if you
don’t know, counsellors can help
you look for the healthy qualities
in order to form and maintain
healthy relationships.
Because what you learn inside
could make all the difference between your own story of tragedy
or triumph.
Edited and shared with
permission by, Dr. Kent Clayton

Around The Bay

MEGHAN SEAL | REGULAR

Mt. Tzouhalem

A

fter school on a sunny weekday
afternoon, the kids and I decided
that since the sun doesn't come out to
play as often, we better take a hike.
Time to tackle Mt. Tzouhalem. We
couldn't pass up the opportunity to
see the magnificent view overlooking
Cowichan Bay and beyond.
We parked the car next to the
church beside the entrance to Providence Farm on Tzouhalem Road.
There are a few narrow places to park
your vehicle. Get onto the wide trail
which leads up behind Providence
Farm. This will begin winding up
towards the summit. As the trail
steepens, there is signage directing
to the lookout with the white metal
cross. The cross was first placed
at the top in the late 1970's by two
local church groups as a significant
Easter event. After the wooden cross
was vandalized, a replacement was
constructed in the late 1980's out of
metal, which still stands, watching
over the valley below.
Mt. Tzouhalem is well known for
its extensive system of mountain bike
trails. There is another entrance

off of
Nevilane
Drive at
the top
of 'The
Properties' in
Duncan,
where
the hike
to the
cross is
shorter in
distance.
We
packed a
couple of snacks and a big bottle of
water and started our trek. The kids
were happy holding my hands and
chatting as we began our ascent. The
yellowness of maple leaves lined the
trail as it zigzagged slowly upwards.
We stopped after about half an hour
for a drink and a rest. Callum had
removed his shirt by this point and
continued, sweatpants only. When
I swipe through the photos we have
taken this summer and fall, he stands
casually, smiling, the dude with no
shirt. Hopefully it is just a phase! As
we marched off the path towards the
first lookout over Cowichan Bay, we
were all ecstatic to see the beauty
before us. The sun was low in the
sky, shining magnificently on the
bay. The estuary looked like a E.J.
Hughes painting. With the top in
our sights we

merged back onto the trail behind another group of hikers and continued
on. Talk about steep. Callum pretty
much ran the rest of the way, my
legs felt like lead and beads of sweat
formed along my brow, dropping
into my eyes, while Emily walked
at a steady pace with LB (our 10lb
Boston Terrier X). I had told them
about the 4 Runner SUV that was
in the bushes near the top, which
spurred a long conversation on how
it had arrived at its final destination.
They were amazed as we huffed
and puffed by.
We were welcomed at the top
by the heat of the sun and slight
breeze, happy to add this hike to
our list of peak-bagging adventures.
Jackets were shed, time to explore
the exposed rock face. There is
something fulfilling about scaling a
mountain with your kids and having
them feel the same sense of awe
when drinking in the view below.
After meandering around the
top while munching on trail mix,
we started our descent. I picked up
LB and we made a fast start down.
It took us just over an hour to reach
the top, and a bit less to get down.
The events of my day previous
to this point washed away and
by the time we had reached the
bottom again, I had a positive
outlook on many aspects of life.
Hiking time is
brainstorming time.
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REGULAR | CAITLIN MCKENNA

Real Estate Corner
Home Renovations

H

ome renovations can be
overwhelming, costly, and
time consuming. If you’re open to
putting in the work to improve and
update a property, not only can you
maximize the rate of return on your
purchase, but you can turn an interim
property into a long-term home.
Whether you’re renovating to
accommodate changing needs like
an expanding family or to make
your home wheelchair friendly,
customizing your home with
well-designed spaces not only
improves functionality but helps
increase the value.
Calling in professionals may
be the best route to take. Often
people lack the training, experience
and tools for the job. Additionally,
many people do not have the time
while balancing the demands of
work and family life.
Before starting any renovation
project, take the time to consult with
the Cowichan Valley Regional District or your municipality to ensure
you apply for any required permits.
As a general rule, unless you
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have a Red Seal trades background,
you’re likely going to want to leave
major upgrading like electrical work,
plumbing, heating installation, structural work, moving walls, or repairing
the roof to professionals.
Most of these improvements are
not visible to the eye and will likely
be inspected on when you eventually go to sell. If you are not familiar
with tradespeople or certified
contractors for the jobs you need,
ask your real estate agent for a list
of qualified
businesses they
know and trust.
Then call them
for yourself,
to request
references and
investigate
before moving
forward.
Studies
show most
home owners
underestimate
the costs of
major projects

like kitchen remodels, deck repairs,
bathroom updates, rewiring,
re-plumbing, or installing new
heating and air conditioners.
Luckily, there are plenty of
resources online that can help you
budget and strategize. Organizations like the Canadian Home
Builders Association offer a wealth
of information online to help you
plan, design, and implement your
renovation methodically.
Skilled labour costs can be
significant, because as we all
know, craftsmanship takes time.
Top tradespeople can be booked
months in advance; be prepared to
pay for what you get – quotes that
come in significantly under budget
can sound great but may cost you
more in the long run if corners are
cut to save money.
Keep in mind your home is
likely one of your largest assets,
and if well maintained should
appreciate in value over time.
With information sourced
from the Canadian Home Builders
Association and BC Hydro.

KEN OLIVE | REGULAR

Time Flies

Arbutus Ridge Music Club
Proudly Presents

Changing Seasons

A Season of Freedom & Peace

T

he last of
the vegetables have been
harvested, the
sea lions are back
in Cowichan
Bay and the
trumpeter swans
have arrived.
We’ve
clipped and
trimmed our
garden flowers
and shrubs,
planted garlic,
spring flowers
and put up our
preserves. The
Duncan Market
continues after a busy Fall season, a time of change in
our Northern climate, but no reason to stay indoors.
Cowichan Parks and trails are here thanks to
our local government and community volunteers.
Walking trails and parks continue to increase in
number in Cowichan Bay and elsewhere thanks to
their energy and farsighted decisions. Not having
to walk the narrow country roads really helps in
the darker days of Winter. A proposal to see more
local control of our forests and the watershed seems
sensible to the people most impacted. Perhaps some
areas might be suitable for regional parks or interesting trails. Cowichan parks and trails are varied,
you can choose trails in the sun like the three in
the Cowichan Estuary or take trails through forests
with dry walking on rainy days. Somenos Marsh
has excellent walking on a secure base and wildlife
viewing regardless of the weather. A knotty problem
seems to come undone with a walk in the country.
Walking in nature calms the mind and involves us
in our surroundings. Leaving a difficult problem
alone will often give you a new perspective simply
by putting it aside. Or you can keep thinking about
it on your walk rather than paying attention to
your surroundings and wind up in the blackberries.
A nice thing about trails close to home that wind

Christmas Concert
December 3rd & 4th
4.30 pm
Venue

Arbutus Ridge Golf Club
3515 Telegraph Road, Cobble Hill

Tickets $15.00
For ticket sales and more information
contact:
Roslyn Graham
778-356-2201

Make it an evening.
Stay for dinner at The Satellite Grill.
Reserve early as seating is limited
Telephone: 250-743-5100

through the local area is they connect to other areas
like a green grocer, a farm gate for a dozen eggs, the
waterfront or farm fields. You can’t have too many
walking trails.
Winter is a time to treat yourself to a meal in one
of our fine restaurants located in the countryside or
our towns.
A hearty
warm meal
after a
Winter walk,
really caps
off the day.
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FEATURE | AMANDA CROWSTON

WildSafeBC

The Bare Necessities to Avoid Bear Conflicts

B

ears are now preparing for
winter denning. During the
winter, bears do not consume
any food nor defecate in their
winter dens, which allows
them to survive when food is
less abundant. A bear's diet,
unlike other predators, is about
80% vegetation. Bears need to
consume over 20,000 calories
per day and they may actively
forage up to 20 hours daily.
Increased calls to the Conservation Officer Service regarding bears in
conflict also increase in fall. Bears that
have learned to access food rewards
near people may return repeatedly if
they lose their natural wariness of
people. The best way to avoid conflict
with bears is to avoid drawing them
into the community with unsecured
foods. If they don't get a food reward,
they will move on and focus on
known natural food sources.
As a community, everyone
can play a part in reducing human-bear conflicts and increasing
community safety. It begins at
home, looking at what you can do
to make your property safer by
securing bear attractants:
- Secure garbage in a shed and do
not let it stockpile. Bring it to the
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transfer station as soon as possible.
- Wrap smelly garbage in newspaper and freeze it indoors until it can
be disposed.
- Avoid bird feeders in bear
country as 1kg of bird seed has over
8,000 calories.
- Feed pets indoors or only put out
small amounts of food.
- Manage your compost so it
doesn't smell.
- Livestock (especially young
ones), chickens and beehives should
have a well-installed, maintained
permanent electric fence. Those
who have had fences installed have
noticed a significant decrease in
bear conflicts. If you would like
to learn how to install an effective
electric fence, please refer to https://
wildsafebc.com/electric-fencing/

and the Beginner's Guide
to Electric Fencing found
on the Interagency Grizzly
Bear Committee website
igbconline.org/for-farming-ranching/.
-Clean barbeques frequently,
remove excess grease and
bring all dirty dishes inside.
-Dispose of fish waste in
deep water, not on the beach.
-Pick fruit early and let it
ripen indoors. Pick up any windfall.
If this is not possible, get an electric
fence to protect the tree and your
harvest or contact the Cowichan
Green Community which runs
a fruit gleaning program. They
are looking for fruit to pick and
always welcome people interested
in volunteering. Please contact
Madelaine at madelaine@cowichangreencommunity.org for
more information.
If you see a bear in the community, call the Conservation Officer
Service, 1-877-952-7277. Online
reporting is also available: forms.
gov.bc.ca/environment/rapp/.
Information regarding bear activity
and conflicts needs to be reported
early so that the COS can be as
proactive as possible.

LAURA SHAND | FEATURE

Headlamps

A Headlamp Makes Your Life Easier

B

eing safe and seen on the road is made much
easier when you have a trusty headlamp in your
arsenal. Great for visibility when you're running or
walking in the dark days of winter, they are also
versatile! Here's five other uses for your headlamp
that you may not have considered.
1. Surviving Power Outages
Remember the Windstorm of 2018? Headlamps turn
a power outage into an adventure! Got kids? Throw
a headlamp on their head and watch the fear of the
sudden darkness disappear. A headlamp for you
means you can light candles quickly to bring back a
more comforting ambiance without skipping a beat.
2. Getting firewood
Whether you're collecting it or chopping it, you need
both hands free! A headlamp means you can avoid
the creepy crawlies in the woodpile and aim your
axe with precision.
3. Taking out the recycling
It's dark in the mornings. With a headlamp you can use
both hands to drag that rolling bin out to the street.
4. Reading in bed
Nothing provides better light for reading than your
headlamp—especially if you share your bed with
an early-to-bed partner. A headlamp provides the
perfect amount of light for your novel, but won't
disturb that sleeping beauty lying next to you.
5. Cleaning vomit out of your car
Maybe you decide to drive to Tofino on a Friday
evening, and someone gets carsick while you're
driving through the pass, and you end up pulled over
cleaning the vomit out of every nook and cranny in
your car. Don't laugh—this is not hypothetical!
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REGULAR | GERRY GILES

Farmers Institute

Y

ou don't have to be a farmer
to join the Farmers Institute.
The Shawnigan Cobble Hill
Farmers Institute and Agricultural
Society is steeped in history and
community activity. It owns over
6 acres of land in the heart of the
Cobble Hill Village and is home
to the Cobble Hill Hall, the Youth
Hall and the Stu Armour Hall
as well as several outbuildings.
These entities provide space for
many community organizations
and activities. The building and
grounds are maintained, for the
most part, by volunteers so if you
become a member of the Farmers
Institute you will be asked to
join in keeping these community
amenities in good working order.
As a matter of interest, the
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first community hall in Cobble
Hill was the Good Templars
Hall which was located near the
intersection of the Island Highway
(now known as Cobble Hill Road)
and Stephens Road (now known
as Hutchinson Road). As with
so many community buildings
constructed during the settlement
years, this one was supported by
public subscription. It was completed in 1893 and immediately
became a welcome addition to the
social fabric of South Cowichan.
Fairs, dances, concerts, political
meetings and many traveling
shows were held in the Good
Templars Hall.
By 1919, it was evident Cobble
Hill needed a new, larger hall to accommodate all of the activities in
the community.
Donations to
build the hall
came from the
general public
with the Ancient
Order of Foresters - Court
Shawnigan, the
Women’s Institute, the Girl
Guides, the Boy

Scouts and the Farmers Institute all
joining in the effort. Just as happens today, many local businesses
donated materials and individuals
volunteered their labour to see this
vision become a reality.
As there was no form of local
government to represent the South
Cowichan community in those
early years, responsibility for the
hall fell to the Ancient Order of
Foresters, the Farmers Institute and
the Women’s Institute. Over time,
the building was turned over to the
Farmers Institute and this group
became solely responsible for its
maintenance and upkeep.
In 2021, the Cobble Hill Hall
will mark its 100th year. Recently,
many improvements have been
made to the hall, but as with any
100 year old building, the task of
maintaining it is continual. The
Farmers Institute has a membership that is committed to ensuring
the Cobble Hill Hall, along with
the grounds
surrounding
it, continues
to play a
vital role in
our community.

LEANNE TAIT | FEATURE

Travelling Foody
The Ainslie

W

hen someone names a restaurant
for their 5-year-old son, you
know they plan to be in the business
for at least a generation. That’s good
news for Cowichan Valley residents.
The chef and owner, Ian Blom,
grew up in the Cowichan Valley, and
dreamed of opening a restaurant featuring the fresh ingredients of his home.
The Ainslie’s dinner and wine
menus do just that. There are no
fewer than a dozen Cowichan Valley
wines on the menu, available by the
glass as well as by the bottle. Indeed,
every white wine except one is local.
The dinner menu is not very
long, but it more than makes up for it

in depth. The “Large Plates” include
one entrée each of chicken, pork,
beef, vegetarian and fish. And of
course, there’s the ubiquitous burger
for that dining friend who doesn’t
like to go off the page. Even at that,
the burger is the epitome of local
gourmet. Quist farms beef, black
garlic mayo, and Haltwhistle cheese.
We were four diners, and so
among us, we sampled most entrées
on the menu! Pork belly, short rib,
halibut, and the pasta of the day.
And as good friends do, who aren’t
bothered by dining etiquette, we
sampled each others’ meals.
What struck me was the range in

the style of entrées. The pork belly,
with soy caramel and black garlic
perogies and carrot sauce was bold
and shook up my taste-buds in the
very best way. On the other hand,
the Ocean Wise halibut, with asparagus purée and morel mushrooms was
ever so delicate and subtle.
“My staff have been with me for
a couple of years now,” said Blom,
when we asked about why his kitchen staff looked so darned happy.
This little Duncan restaurant
seems to be hitting the right notes
on all fronts.
If you go:
Location: 161 Kenneth St, Duncan
Open: Lunch and dinner Wed – Sat,
Brunch Sat-Sun
Cost: About $100 for two, including
wine and dessert
You can find Leanne Tait, aka The Travelling
Foody online at: travellingfoody.com,
² @travellingfoody, µ @thetravellingfoody or ³ @foodytravelling
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REGULAR | JOANNE NELSON

Mill Bay Fire Department
Just One More Month Until Christmas!

2

4 to 30 November is National
Home Fire Safety Week and
Canada Safety Council encourages
all Canadians to take every precaution to ensure the holiday season is
safe and happy. Make sure all Smoke
Alarms and Extinguishers are fully
functional, one on every level of the
house. Single level homes and apartments should have smoke alarms near
the kitchen and all sleeping areas.
I always try to clear out piled up
newspapers, magazines, boxes, and
anything flammable to recycle. Thing
is, I tend to forget other flammable
sources. One specifically being the
Dryer. Take a few seconds to remove
all the lint off the screen daily, wash
off the screen residue with warm
soapy water once a week (rinse and
dry the screen before you put it back
in the dryer) and check the vent at
least once a month. The vent on a
dryer can become stuffed with lint,
causing the dryer to dry less efficiently
and can result in dangerous house
fires. Watch for; clothes taking longer
to dry, burning smell when the dryer
is on, a hot dryer exterior (caused by
excessive heat build up), more lint
than usual (chances are, the dryer
vent is clogged. As a general rule,
dryer vents should be inspected and
cleaned once a year. One advantage
of hiring an experienced professional
is they have probably seen every
make and model of dryer and they
have the appropriate equipment to do
the job.
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There are
alternatives to
burning! Yard
and garden
materials like
small branches and leaves can be recycled for free at many convenient
locations in the CVRD. Check out
the Cowichan
Recyclopedia
for details and
hundreds more
recycling ideas.
Did you
know: 19 December in the
South End and
20 December in
the North End,
6-8 pm, a fire
truck will be
bringing Santa
throughout
Mill Bay with
Christmas lights
and music,
handing out
candy canes,

chatting about fire prevention and
collecting food items for Mill Bay
Food Bank.

DONALD GILLMORE| REGULAR

Health Hacks
Self-Experimentation

R

esearch doesn’t always align
with our interests, and those
studies that are relevant are still
using participants that are not us.
While generalizations about dietary
choices can be useful, responses can
be so variable among individuals
that a one-size-fits-all approach is
not always appropriate. In one study
that looked at how people’s blood
sugar responded to white bread and
artisanal sourdough bread, an equal
number of people responded well
to white bread and poorly to the
sourdough as the reverse. This variability in blood sugar profiles is such
a common theme now that testing
blood sugar response to various foods
is a popular self-experiment.
For the average person who
wants to play around with new ideas,
“soft experimentation” is suggested
because it doesn’t require exhaustive
trials to obtain useful information.
Food elimination is such an example.
Physician Dr. Alexander Smith
found the trigger of his throat pain
by eliminating dairy from his diet
for 8 weeks, noting that the pain

disappeared, then re-introducing
the food group and noticing that the
pain returned. He is now off dairy,
symptom-free,
and convinced
he knows his
food trigger.
To discover
cause-andeffect from self
experiments
sometimes
requires a
more rigorous
approach. Seth
Roberts accidentally found
that it was a
lot easier than
usual to balance
when putting
his shoes on
while standing
one morning
after his first
time taking
flax seed oil the
night before.
This surprise led

him to wonder if flax seed oil really
improved his balance, so he devised
a way of assessing his balance
by measuring how long he could
stand with one foot on a board and
dowel. Over time, not only did he
find that flax seed oil improved
his balance compared to other oils
and compared to no oil, but he also
found the optimal dose, which is
rare among controlled research
studies with multiple participants.
The scientific research literature tells the story of other people
and will never compete with the
primacy of self experience. The
beauty of the self-experiment is
that it endorses the persuasive
power of personal experience.
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REGULAR | MICHAEL TRAVIS

Finances
Crystal Ball

November,.2019

Fri 01 Nov
Sat 02 Nov

W

hen asked what I think about the market my
answer sometimes causes a lot of head scratching.
“I care, and I don’t care”
How can something be important and not important
at the same time?
Perhaps this analogy will help: If I am lactose
intolerant, I don’t care what the price of 2% milk is.
However, I do care that there is a market selling food.
Just like a grocery store sells many items, the stock
market sells many companies.
As an investor you are only interested in the certain
companies that you believe will help you attain your
goal. When you know that a great company will deliver
what you are looking for (desired return, safety, etc) and
you know when it is at a fair price, then you don’t care
what else happens on a day to day basis. Only, perhaps
to take advantage of an unwarranted sell-off.
“In the short run, the market is a voting machine,
but in the long run it is a weighing machine.” - Ben
Graham. In other words, anyone can participate (have
their vote) in the market. This creates short term volatility. However, in the long run, the earnings (weight) of
a company will set the price of the stock.
Fundamentals matter more than media.
This key part of knowledge creates a lot of grief
for individual investors as emotions and ignorance lead
to poor decisions. A reason you may be tossing and
turning over the state of the stock market is that you are
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Sun 03 Nov
Mon 04 Nov
Tue 05 Nov
Wed 06 Nov
Thu 07 Nov
Fri 08 Nov
Sat 09 Nov
Sun 10 Nov
Mon 11 Nov
Tue 12 Nov
Wed 13 Nov
Thu 14 Nov
Fri 15 Nov
Sat 16 Nov
Sun 17 Nov
Mon 18 Nov
Tue 19 Nov
Wed 20 Nov
Thu 21 Nov
Fri 22 Nov
Sat 23 Nov
Sun 24 Nov
Mon 25 Nov
Tue 26 Nov
Wed 27 Nov
Thu 28 Nov
Fri 29 Nov
Sat 30 Nov

Tidal Heights at Fulford Harbour, British Columbia
Time Zone is PDT

Units are feet

Time Zone changes to PST

Units are feet

2:11
2:58

2:49
3:45
4:49
5:56
0:53
2:20
3:24
4:16
5:01
5:43
6:26
7:10
7:58
0:32
1:17
2:05
2:58
3:56
5:00
0:35
2:17
3:37
4:43
5:40
6:33
7:23
8:13
0:40

1.3L
1.7L

2.4L
3.1L
3.8L
4.4L
7.3H
7.7H
8.1H
8.6H
9.0H
9.4H
9.8H
10.2H
10.5H
1.0L
1.1L
1.5L
2.1L
2.9L
3.8L
7.5H
8.1H
8.9H
9.6H
10.3H
10.8H
11.1H
11.3H
1.0L

10:23
11:27

11:27
12:21
13:07
13:44
6:58
7:51
8:36
9:15
9:52
10:29
11:11
11:59
12:55
8:49
9:42
10:34
11:23
12:06
12:44
6:07
7:11
8:12
9:09
10:06
11:06
12:11
13:24
9:03

10.7H
10.8H

10.8H
10.7H
10.6H
10.4H
5.0L
5.5L
6.1L
6.6L
7.1L
7.5L
8.0L
8.3L
8.6L
10.7H
10.9H
11.0H
11.0H
11.0H
11.0H
4.8L
5.8L
6.8L
7.6L
8.3L
8.8L
9.1L
9.2L
11.4H

15:38
17:19

20:13
20:26
14:13
14:35
14:52
15:07
15:22
15:35
15:51
16:12
16:37
14:04
15:27
16:57
18:07
18:53
19:32
13:17
13:48
14:16
14:43
15:10
15:38
16:06
16:34
14:45

8.7L
8.7L

7.1L
6.4L
10.1H
9.9H
9.7H
9.5H
9.4H
9.4H
9.4H
9.4H
9.3H
8.8L
8.8L
8.4L
7.8L
6.8L
5.7L
11.0H
10.9H
10.9H
10.8H
10.6H
10.4H
10.1H
9.7H
9.0L

18:54
19:11

9.2H
8.8H

22:54

7.2H

20:47
21:08
21:30
21:53
22:18
22:45
23:17
23:52

5.7L
4.9L
4.1L
3.3L
2.6L
1.9L
1.4L
1.1L

17:07
17:43
18:33
20:06
22:28

9.2H
8.9H
8.5H
7.9H
7.4H

20:10
20:47
21:24
22:02
22:40
23:18
23:59

4.4L
3.2L
2.1L
1.2L
0.7L
0.5L
0.6L

17:02

9.2H

not confident that you paid a fair price for the companies
you own.
Quiet the noise by re-framing what you are doing.
Why are you invested anyway?
To me, investing is an understanding that the stock
market provides an opportunity to create passive wealth.
I believe it is imperative to your success to know how
much wealth you are trying to create, and in what time
frame. This will help identify what investment opportunities are best suited to accomplish your goal.

Located In Mill Bay Shopping Centre
Clothing and Accessories for
Men and Women featuring:

Levis
Dish/Duer
Adidas
Blundstone
Herschel Supply Co.
Travel in style with
Bayside Goods!
Come in for all your
luggage and travel
accessory needs.
baysidegoods.com

Read online at: www.southcowichanlife.ca

